Boys like hugs too.

“Calvin, baking is fun and all, but we can make a killer drum set out of these pots and bowls!”

“Grandpa, when we finish knitting, can we bake cookies?”

“Enough about our forefathers, let’s learn about some revolutionary women!”

“After we’re done cleaning, let’s go create a new standard of masculinity.”

“Sometimes the princess is saved by the girl next door.”

Olivia is getting ready to show the neighborhood how to fix a flat.

“After we’re done cleaning, let’s go create a new standard of masculinity.”

“Just because you looked up my skirt doesn’t mean you know what gender I am!”

“Grandpa, when we finish knitting, can we bake cookies?”

“I want a doll!”

“I’m cry if I want to”
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“Sometimes the princess is saved by the girl next door.”

Olivia is getting ready to show the neighborhood how to fix a flat.

“How do you define gender?

How many genders are there?

What would the world look like without gender?

In what ways do you feel confined or restricted by your assigned gender?

Was the gender assigned to you the one you feel most comfortable with?

What privileges do you or don’t you have due to the gender you’ve been labeled?

Do you feel forced to act in certain ways because of gender?

What happens when you don’t act in these ways?

How do we unlearn gender?
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How do we unlearn gender?

For answers to these questions, think about them often during your daily life; approach situations with these ideas in mind, and be open to answers you might not have expected. When opportunities present themselves, try to implement the things you have learned from your observations—just go for it! Watch closely how your actions influence the world around you, and plan for what you might do better next time. For advanced studies, share your experiences with a group of friends of all sexes as you all try to deconstruct gender together—expressing and confessing, listening and forgiving, suggesting and absolving, these things can foster extraordinary growth in a loving environment.

Inspired by and adapted from the girls will be boys will be girls will be... coloring book created by lij and situ, who can be contacted at colouringgenderless@trashbag.com. Front illustration was redone from an original drawing in Bamboogirl zine. More copies of this work, as well as a variety of other literature and propaganda, can be obtained from the CrimethInc. Ex-Workers’ Collective / PO Box 1963 / Olympia WA 98507-1963, or you can go to our website, www.crimethinc.com, and make use of our extensive free reading library, downloadable posters, fliers and zines, and our online store and catalog.